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The explosion in ransomware over the past year
has had a significant impact on businesses. Cyber
insurers have been key players not only in helping

more targeted, sophisticated and costly, even as the
overall frequency of attacks remains consistent.”3

their clients recover from ransomware attacks,

Malwarebytes Labs director Adam Kujawa explained that

but in taking proactive measures against them.

“what happened with WannaCry and NotPetya4 revealed

The Rise of Ransomware

the underbelly of enterprise security.” Before that, many
people might have assumed that these are big companies,
with security teams and it’s hard for hackers to break in, but
seeing how massive and damaging those attacks were —

Ransomware attacks increased substantially in 2019 in both

and not because of misconfigurations, but because of not

size and impact. Attackers demonstrated a greater willing-

patching in time — might have convinced more cybercrim-

ness to go after businesses, as opposed to consumers:

inals that it’s worth going after businesses instead of consumers, he said.5

•

•

•

In the Verizon 2019 Data Breach Investigations Report,
ransomware was the second leading type of malware

Some have accused cyber insurers of profiting from ran-

found by Verizon in the category “Top malware action

somware—that insurance serves as an incentive for such

varieties in incidents.” 1

attacks. Marsh Senior Vice President and Assistant Gener-

Arete tracked 33 different variant types in 2019, while

al Counsel for Cyber Policy Matthew McCabe characteriz-

seeing an increase of 56% of new variants tracked

es this as “misinformation.”6 He observes that “under even

throughout the year.

modest scrutiny, this argument does not hold up. The truth

In an August 2019 report, security firm Malwarebytes

is that ransomware attacks against businesses occur for

found that ransomware attacks on business increased

one reason only: Criminals are succeeding.”7

365% between Q2 2018 and Q2 2019, while consumer
•

detections declined.2

One reason for their success cited by McCabe is that many

The FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center stated that

enterprises are failing to take necessary security precau-

“since early 2018, the incidence of broad, indiscriminate

tions. According to Trend Micro CTO Raimund Genes, com-

ransomware campaigns has sharply declined, but the

panies moved away from multiple offline backups in sev-

losses from ransomware attacks have increased signifi-

eral places, and failed to implement basic security steps

cantly, according to complaints received by IC3 and FBI

like network segmentation, as well as not implementing

case information….Ransomware attacks are becoming

a comprehensive risk management plan.8 In addition to
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failed backups, backup solutions provider Veeam cites in-

ing the ability for more knowledgeable agents to more fully

adequate application of software patches, a failure to police

recover data at some point in the future. Another is that im-

user privileges in applications, which lead to more access

proper use of the tools could result in the loss of important

than necessary, failure to implement multiple defenses

forensic evidence which could help trace the attacker.

against ransomware, and lack of user awareness against
ransomware phishing scams.9

One issue which a victim must address is whether the firm
is obligated to notify its customers of a data breach under

Another reason, according to McCabe, is that ransomware

data breach notification laws. If the victim is a healthcare

attacks are “cheap and easy to execute.” 10 Threat actors

organization covered by the Health Insurance Portability

are able to purchase ransomware at a low cost, or even for

and Accountability Act (HIPAA), the answer is presumed to

free on some forums, which makes the emergence of new

be yes. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

strains of ransomware nearly a daily occurrence, stated IBM

has taken the position that the presence of ransomware on

X-Force threat researcher Megan Roddie.11 The widespread

the computers of a covered entity or business associate is

availability of ransomware tools led to the coining of the

a “security incident” under HIPAA.16 Accordingly, under ap-

term “ransomware-as-a-service,” based upon IT industry

plicable regulations, a breach under HIPAA is presumed to

wide terms such as “software-as-a-service” or “platform-as-

have occurred, thus triggering the breach notification pro-

a-service.” 12 These tools allow virtually anyone to launch a

visions in 45 CFR Subpart D, unless the victim can demon-

ransomware attack, even if they have little technical skills.

strate that there was a “low probability” that the protected

13

Cost Pressures

health information (PHI) has been compromised based
on four factors, including whether the PHI was actually
acquired or viewed.17 The burden of proof is on the victim

These factors, which, as previously noted, have resulted in

to establish that the use or disclosure did not constitute a

a surge of ransomware attacks, have also taken their toll

breach.18 Thus, if the victim is covered under HIPAA, and be-

on insurers. Due to the frequency and breadth of these at-

lieves that PHI was not encrypted, the victim would need

tacks, Reuters reported that some premiums had increased

to engage forensic analysis services to provide the needed

as much as 25%. One reason is the cost of fulfilling claims.

proof that PHI was not encrypted. These types of costs are

In many cases, once the victim’s files are encrypted by the

generally covered under cyber insurance policies.

14

attacker, the victim has only two alternatives; either restore
the files from a backup, assuming that the backup is good,

Under state data breach notification laws, the obligation to

or pay the ransom.

notify firm customers of a ransomware event depends upon

15

the language of a given state’s law. For example, in ColoA victim, particularly a small business, may be tempted by

rado, a “security breach” triggering a notification obligation

the number of free anti-ransomware tools on the Web, to

is “the unauthorized acquisition of unencrypted computer-

try to remediate the effects of ransomware on their own, in

ized data that compromises the security, confidentiality, or

order to mitigate these costs. However, this approach has

integrity of personal information maintained by a covered

a number of pitfalls. According to Arete Incident Response

entity.” 19 For ransomware that only encrypts a victim’s data,

Principal Subject Matter Expert Harlan Carvey, one is that

the attacker might not have “acquired” the data. Neverthe-

the use of such tools by those unfamiliar with them can end

less, the determination of whether notification is required

up causing additional damage and data corruption, obviat-

is a very fact-specific one which requires the advice of an
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attorney versed in the state’s laws. However, in Florida,
a breach of security triggering a notification obligation

data was compromised.
•

DarkWeb search and monitoring services to proac-

is defined as “unauthorized access of data in electron-

tively detect if compromised data would get posted

ic form containing personal information.”

on hacker forums or underground markets.22

20

There is no

question that an attacker who has encrypted covered information has “accessed” it.

Other characteristics of the cyber insurance market in
general contribute to cost pressures:

Late in 2019, the Maze ransomware variant coupled
the encryption of the victim’s data with a threat to

•

publish the data on a website. The attackers exfiltrated the data prior to encrypting it – thus, triggering a

Current threats adapt and evolve while all-new hacks
present themselves without warning.

•

Cyber is a relatively young product line lacking the

notification requirement under any scenario. Arete

data and actuarial methodology to model risk as

Incident Response Director Evgueni Erchov has ob-

compared to much more established and more stat-

served that this technique has been copied by other attackers (REvil/Sodinokibi, DopplePaymer, Mespinoza and

ic insurance products such as auto and homeowners.
•

Since the potential damage and scope of a cyber

AKO). One commentator has stated that all ransomware

event are relatively unknown, accumulation pres-

attacks should now be considered data breaches.21

ents greater potential exposure especially as market
share grows.23

Erchov notes that the following activities are recommended for firms experiencing a ransomware event:

All of these forces have contributed to an asymmetric
perfect storm. The victim incurs significant costs in order

•

•

Initial triage and containment efforts to ensure that

to recover from an attack (covered by cyber insurance),

the attackers no longer have access to systems and

while the attackers’ costs may be minimal. Cyber insur-

networks.

ers thus have strong incentives to reduce costs by taking

Legal assessment to identify all applicable obliga-

proactive measures to help their insureds more effective-

tions under state and federal laws and regulations

ly defend against ransomware attacks.

(such as the above notification issue).
•

Forensic evidence collection and preservation.

•

Recovery of data and systems (this can occur either
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by paying the ransom, restoring from backups, or re•

building systems and data from scratch).

Most carriers are working with their insureds to take

Digital forensics investigation.

more effective measures against ransomware.

Some

efforts include a greater willingness to underwrite firms
If the results of the forensics investigation do not rule out

that have added network features to prevent attacks

data access or exfiltration, he recommends these addi-

from spreading through systems, while others may re-

tional activities:

quire policyholders to have data-backup procedures.24
Scott Ikeda, senior correspondent at CPO Magazine,

•

Collection and data mining of compromised data to

noted that “cyber insurance rates now often take into ac-

identify all personally identifiable information/pay-

count an organization’s IT security and preparedness for

ment card information/protected health information

cyber risks. Measures specific to ransomware mitigation,

records.

such as regular backups and a tested incident response

•

Legal review of results.

plan, can help.”25

•

Notifications of individuals and organizations whose
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Another commentator argues that cyber insurers “can reshape cybersecurity.” Insurers have the same goal as the
insured-not to get breached. Insurers collect proprietary

all the help they can get.”33

Conclusion

information about their insureds not available to other
companies. They have the ability to identify the type and

Ransomware trends indicate that attacks will only increase

severity of breaches and associate them with actual losses.

in size and severity. As cost pressures increase, cyber in-

Carriers can analyze this information to determine the root

surers will accordingly incent their insureds to adopt more

causes of attacks and how to minimize future ones. They

effective defensive measures. Accordingly, cyber insurers

can analyze the results of the technical solutions used by

play a valuable role not only in helping their insureds re-

their clients and assess their overall effectiveness. Carriers

cover from an attack, but by helping their insureds take

can also require an applicant to provide additional quan-

steps to decrease the likelihood of attacks.

titative and qualitative data in order to better understand
overall risk level faced by the insured. He concludes: “Once
insurance carriers can understand and model cyber risk,
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they can drive adoption of best practices via financial incentives to the insureds.”26
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